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Abstract—Cyber Physical System (CPS) is a complex re-
search field with plenty of challenges. The Dynamic Resource
Supply Model(DRSM) we proposed before can describe the
resources and support manipulation of resources in CPS to
handle all resource allocations. However after extensively inves-
tigating past research results about resource specifications and
allocations, we realize the DRSM is not sufficient for resource
usage due to the insufficiency of previous Resource Operating
Decision Machine (RODM). In particular, two modules: Context
Manager and Decision Engine we proposed have no detailed
mechanism on how to make decisions and manage context.
Therefore in this paper, we first give formal definition of
resource, and propose two key points in resource model from
our definition. Next, DRSM is compared with various resource
models and allocation algorithms in different areas. Then, we
divide resource management approaches into two fundamental
parts for discussion, that is, resource specification and resource
usage specification. Finally the improved DRSM has been
presented.

Index Terms—Resource Allocation, Resource Model, Cluster
Computing, Cyber Physical Systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber Physical Systems are integrating physics-based and
digital world models, which will contribute immeasurably to
a broad range of industries including energy, infrastructure,
health care, manufacturing and military etc [1], [2], [3].
Although many researchers have been working on the various
aspects of CPS, there are many challenges remaining due
to the lack of science and technology foundations covering
design methodology, security, and system integration etc. Be-
cause of the scalability and complexity of systems, the design
methodologies including specification, modelling, analysis
and verification of such systems are highly required. In our
previous work, we built a basic Dynamic Resource Supply
Model to support resource generation and allocation mech-
anism in CPS. In the methodology we proposed, instead of
modelling the whole Cyber Physical System, we consider to
simplify the problem with handling all resources generation,
management and allocation first. The Dynamic Resource
Supply Model can act as a separate layer belonging to
entire CPS. Therefore specifying, modelling, analysing and
verifying complex Cyber Physical System can be simplified.

In traditional computer science, the topics about resources
allocation are focused on CPU, memory or communication
bandwidth allocation to improve the system performance. In
CPS, resource is not restricted to traditional computation and
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memory resources. In such a complex system consisting of
humans, software systems, hardware components and other
physical processes, resource, in a generic sense, could be
basic entities like instruction cycles in CPU, or abstracted
entities from many basic entities like servers in cluster, or
even some other particular resources in special domains. The
resource concept is becoming obscure and complicated. A
complex CPS may rely on many different resources and some
of them have complex dependencies. The resources usage
also become fuzzy and hidden in the complex structures.

This paper is to investigate past researches on resources
in different fields; give a definition of resources; and pro-
pose the methodology dealing resources in complex Cyber
Physical System to improve our Dynamic Resource Supply
Model. Section II is the literature review of various resource
management and allocation strategies in different fields like
Operating System, Virtual Technique, Cloud Computing and
Resource Description Framework. In addition, the resource
model - ”Dynamic Resource Supply Model (DRSM)” [32]
proposed by us is briefly introduced. In Section III, we give a
formal definition of resource and analyse two important parts
in resource model, i.e., Resource Specification and Resource
Usage Specification. In addition, we discuss and analyze the
requirements for dynamic resource supply model. As a result,
the improved DRSM with more details and mechanisms is
presented in Section VI. We conclude this paper with brief
summary and future work in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

In the computer science field, the research about resources
can be generally grouped into two categories: computational
resources and information entities. The computational re-
sources include CPU, memory, I/O, etc., and information
entities are mostly used on network communication area.
Below we discuss these two categories in detail.

A. Computational Resources

Resource investigations on computational resources are
focused in operating systems, virtual techniques, grid com-
puting, cluster computing and cloud computing research
areas.
• Resource Management is one of the core fundamental

aspects in Operating System, which could date back
to 50 years ago [25]. Recently, with the development
of distributed systems and real-time systems, people
investigate the resources in operating systems from
different point of view. Microsoft Research developed
an object-based real-time kernel and programming en-
vironment, i.e., Rialto Operating System [7], to support
modular distributed real-time resource management. Ex-
okernel, which is an operating system architecture for
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application-level resource management developed by
M.I.T., changed the traditional operating system abstrac-
tion to best achieve performance and functionality goals
of particular applications [20]. In the Exokernal archi-
tecture, all hardware resources are exported through a
low-level interface to untrusted library operating system,
which uses this interface to execute system objects and
policies. In the ECOSystem, which manages energy as
first class operating system resource, Currentcy Model
is proposed as unifying abstraction to integrate power
management into the hardware abstraction and resource
allocation.[21]

• Virtual technique like JVM and VMware is a very
important technology recently. The researches on virtual
machine systems are mainly focused on the resource
policies. In [22], several different managing memory
mechanisms and policies in VMware ESX Server are
introduced. The RM project [26] starts a pioneering
work about the need for resource management in Java.

• In Grid Computing, an information service architec-
ture is proposed to discover, characterize, and monitor
resources, services and computations in [17]. From a
different point of view, in [12] the distributed resource
management is supported with an extended Peer-2-
Peer computing framework which uses service-oriented
architecture to do grid computing. In [11], the research
focuses on resource selection for Grid Applications to
get the suitable resources from heterogeneous environ-
ment.

• Cluster Computing is a popular topic since google
published their Google File System and after Hadoop
was developed. Mesos is a very famous resource shar-
ing and management platform to host multiple diverse
cluster computing frameworks, such as Hadoop and
Message Passing Interface (MPI) [23]. Different from
the Mesos which builds an extra resource management
layer to support different cluster computing frameworks,
resource is isolated to support on-demand deployment
of clusters in [18].

• In Cloud Computing, the essential task is to provide
appropriate resources to any user connected into cloud.
The resource allocation and scheduling are investi-
gated in heterogeneous environment in [13] and [16].
In [14] dynamic resource allocation is discussed with
distributed multiple criteria decision analysis.

B. Information Entities

On the other side, the researches about information re-
sources are mostly focused on expression and ontology. The
researches start from basic fundamentals like Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF), Representational State Transfer
(REST), to many different areas like Resource Space Grid
(RSG), and Web resource database.
• Resource Description Framework[4] is a model describ-

ing Web resource by using formalized statements with
Uniform Resource Identifier. It is proposed to support
further research on web as a metadata system.

• Representational State Transfer[5] was firstly proposed
by Roy Fielding who is one of the principle author of
the HTTP specification to describe computer network

architecture style. One of the most important concept
in this work is that the resources are manipulated by
transferring the representational states of the applica-
tions.

• Resource Space Grid[24] is a platform built based on
Resource Space Model which treats any single resource
as an entity located at multi-dimensional space where
each dimension is one resource attribute.

• Web resource database[6] tries to discover suitable
resources on internet more efficiently and accurately.

C. Dynamic Resource Supply Model

In complex environment like CPS systems [8], the resource
is becoming more and more complicated. In [29], [30],
a resource-centric architecture for service-oriented cyber
physical system was proposed to treat resources as a first
class object. The resources consumed in CPS are neither just
CPU, memory and I/O, nor data entities. In the complex sys-
tems, the functions are provided from collaborating among
humans, software systems, hardware components and other
physical processes. Therefore in order to design a resource
model used at CPS, we should present a unified resource
model which can be applied in various application domains.
In Dynamic Resource Supply Model we proposed at [32], the
resource model contains three core parts: Resource Supply
Description Template, which is to describe static attributes;
Resource Instance Notation, which is to describe dynamic
changing attributes; and Resource Operating Decision Ma-
chine, which is to manage all resources.

Fig. 1. Structure of Resource Operating Decision Machine

The Figure 1 is a basic structure of Resource Operating
Decision Machine we proposed in [32] to manage all re-
sources in Cyber Physical System. Any Resource Provider
who wants to join into this Cyber Physical System has to
register into RSDT Registry in RODM firstly. Then the RIN
Monitor will monitor the resource providing situation. The
Decision Engine can decide the resource usage policies and
scheduling. Besides, this RODM can provide an interface to
connect other system to manage related resources. However,
we didn’t provide how this decision engine work in the
previous paper. In the section IV, the detailed modules in this
RODM will be introduced to explain how to manage these
resources, make decision, and connect to Cyber Physical
Systems.

The Figure 2 is an architecture describing how to de-
ploy this resource model into Cyber Physical Systems with
Service Oriented Architecture. In this diagram, n RPs are
providing the resources to a CPS through the access layer.
Each RP holds several different RSDTs to provide different
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Fig. 2. Apply the RDSM into a Cyber Physical System

resources. The RSDT in red means this RSDT is providing
resources at run time. Any RP has to register into the
RODM and the RODM has to monitor the resource providing
situation, so the RPs and access layer in CPS both have
connections to RODM. Eventually, the services have the
rights to check the resources and manage related contexts
between resources and services; therefore RODM also has a
connection to service layer in CPS.

III. ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC RESOURCE SUPPLY MODEL

The Dynamic Resource Supply Model proposed by us in
[32] is a basic model which lacks of details and mechanisms.
In order to improve our DRSM, in this section we will
first give a formal definition of resource and propose two
key points in resource model from our definition. Next,
DRSM will be compared with various resource models
and allocation algorithms in different areas. Then, we will
divide resource management approaches into two fundamen-
tal parts, that is, resource specification and resource usage
specification. Finally the rationale of this division will be
explained from both the theoretical definition and practical
implementation.

A. Resource Definition

Below we will give a formal definition of resources and
use this definition to analyse the important role of resources.

We assume there exist a system S, let

S(I) = O, O 6= ∅ (1)

where I = {i1, i2, i3...} is a set of inputs, and O =
{o1, o2, o3...} is a set of outputs of system S.
There is a function f , let

f(I ′) = O′, O′ 6= ∅ (2)

where I ′ = {i′1, i′2, i′3...} is a set of inputs, and O′ =
{o′1, o′2, o′3...} is a set of outputs of function f , when I ′ ⊆ I ,
if O′ ⊆ O, then f ∈ S.

(I ′ ⊆ I) ∧ (O′ ⊆ O)→ (f ∈ S) (3)

We assume the entire system S has n functions
(f1, f2, ...fn) and the set of them is F which is the func-
tional requirement of system S

F = f1 ∪ f2 ∪ f3 ∪ ... ∪ fn, F ⊂ S (4)

There is a set Rf = {r1, r2, r3...}, let

∃r /∈ Rf → f(I ′) 6= O′ (5)

then r is one of the resource to provide function f and Rf

is the set of resources to provide function f . If the function
f ∈ S, we name Rf the resources of system S.

From the equation 5, we can get

∃r /∈ Rf → f(I ′) 6= O′

⇐⇒ f(I ′) = O′ → ∀r ∈ Rf (6)

The equation 6 means for any function in the functional
requirements of system S, if the function can be implemented
correctly, the required resources should be all provided. This
result indicates that the resource is a necessary condition for
the specified function f in system S.

As F is the requirements of system S, we have F ⊂ S,
and f ⊆ F , from the 6, we know

S(I) = O → ∀r ∈ R (7)

This means the resource is a necessary condition of system S
but not a sufficient condition. We can not promise the system
will have no problem even if it has all required resources.
However, the system must somehow go wrong when the
resources are not enough.

In a simple system, the resources may not be considered
individually because people prefer to model the system with
necessary and sufficient conditions. In contrast, when the
system is too complex, it’s impossible to model and verify
the system by using traditional modelling methods because
of state explosion. In this situation, we need to figure out
another way to model the system.

For a specified system S, we assume there is a set of
conditions C = {c1, c2, c3...}:

∀c ∈ C : (S(I) = O)→ c (8)

if we have
C → (S(I) = O) (9)

the conditions set C is the necessary and sufficient condition
for system S.

In this way, the design and verification of system can
be decomposed into different sub-problems to simplify the
system. When there are enough different proved necessary
conditions, we can say we have very strong confidence that
the system can run correctly. If we treat the resource as an
important necessary condition in system S, the problem in
this situation becomes how to find a proper set of resources
R′ = R1∪R2∪R3∪ ..., which can let any subset Rk satisfy:

∃r /∈ Rk → fk(I
′) 6= O′ (10)

where fk is one of the functional requirements in system S.
To find all proper resources, Resource Specification is

necessary, which we will introduce in the next Section.
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After we find all required resources for this system, we
still need to use these resources in right way. We define the
process to use the resource as:

RM(Rsub, S)⇒ Statenormal(S) (11)

If something is wrong, it will go:

RM(Rsub, S)⇒ Stateexception(S) (12)

To simplify this question, we just use Statenormal(S)
to express that the system S works normally and use
Stateexception(S) to indicate that something goes wrong
with the system. The design and verification of the system
is to make sure the system state is always in normal. For the
usage of resources in system, Resource Usage Specification
is used to illustrate the model of resource usage.

B. Resource Specification

From the above analysis, the resource specification is used
to confirm whether the system has all required resources
to satisfy its requirements. In the definition, we treat all
resources as a big set of elements containing several different
subsets for different requirements of system. However, the
resources in real world are much more complex and we
can not treat all resources as single unconnected elements.
Therefore in the Resource Specification, we need to:

1) Specify standards for the required resources in the
system.

2) Check and decide whether the resource is correct.
3) Manage many different resources in an efficient and

correct way.
After investigating the previous research results, we can see
the resource specification is quite good for all unrelated
static resources. The required resources usually have different
schemas to represent different attributes of resources. For
example, in the Mesos framework [23], a slave i will always
report to the master that how much resources it owns. In
equipments descriptions of operating systems, there are lots
of different attributes to describe the equipment details. In
our Resource Supply Description Template (RSDT), we use
similar approach to describe required resources with defined
template. However, the specification and management of
complex dynamic related resources are much more com-
plicated. For example, managing data resource like RDF,
RSM or Semantic Web, needs to accurately express dif-
ferent resources in order to provide further ontologies and
semantics while the traditional computational resources like
CPU, memory or I/O do not have complex relations. In
a more complex system like Cyber Physical System, both
the fine-grained computational resources and other different
resources which may have complex dependencies should be
considered. All resources need to be described correctly to
confirm all required resources can be provided to the system.
In our RSDT, we have Characters, Attributes and Other
Resource in the context of Use, which are different from other
static characteristics to solve this problem. The Characters,
which are connected with Resource Usage Specification, are
to explain how to use this specified resource. The Attributes,
which are connected with Resource Instance Notation, con-
tain all attributes that will get real values when the system
is running. Then the system can dynamic check and decide

whether the resource is correct. The Other Resource in the
context of Use has to manage all dependencies between
different resources. However two further problems remain
unsolved :

1) How can Characters be used to express the use of this
resource?

2) How can resource dependencies be managed?
In order to support resource usage, resource usage speci-
fication is necessary to indicate how to use a specific re-
source(see below Section III.C). For resource dependencies,
our current approach of using key − value is not powerful
enough. We are considering to design a specified language
to express the relations between resources and even further
ontologies.

C. Resource Usage Specification
Resource Usage Specification defines how the system

should allocate and use resources, using the different al-
gorithms and policies. From the definition we defined at
section III.A, the mechanisms about using these resources
should be specified to confirm that the system does not go to
exceptional states. In our Resource Model, because resource
types are unlimited, the Resource Usage Specification is a
critical and difficult problem. To solve this problem, we need
to consider the following three aspects:

1) Whether the use of resource now is correct?
2) What kind of resource allocation mechanism is better?
3) How can the system decide to apply a particular

mechanism or policy?
To solve the first question, a checker is needed to act as a
resource policy filter, which can confirm everything works
correctly. For example, the Assignment Manager, Resource
Selector and Match Maker designed at [27] support correct
resource allocation. For the second question, it depends on
the environment and context. In many resource management
approaches, all required resources in the system are con-
sumed for several different tasks and the best resource usage
is to make resource consumption efficient and accurate [7],
[9], [13], [14], [16]. In the complex distributed system, peo-
ple seek to make the most fairness in resource allocation [15].
Sometimes in the energy limited environment, managing
energy is a first class resource in the system [21]. In the
complex system, the better resource allocation mechanism
usually depends on the environment and context. Therefore
we need to decide which requirement is more important than
others and choose the right resource allocation mechanism.
For example, if the system requires high-level security, then
we need to choose the best resource allocation mechanism
which can pursue and guarantee security of the system. To
support this kind of changing resource usage methods, we
need a more flexible way to describe how to use related re-
sources. In [10] and [28], resource usage policy specification
languages are provided to specify different types of resource
usage policies. In our Resource Operating Decision Machine,
we also need to design a specified resource usage specifica-
tion language for specifying different types of resource usage
policies in complex environment.

IV. IMPROVED DYNAMIC RESOURCE SUPPLY MODEL

Based on the above analysis and reflection, we propose a
supplement to the original basic Dynamic Resource Supply
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TABLE I
RESOURCE SUPPLY DESCRIPTION TEMPLATE

Template Holder: <the resource provider>
Template Unify ID: <the identity of this template>
Resource Name: <the provided resource name>
Characters:
{to help decide how to use this resource}

Attributes:
{can be inherited to the resource instance}

Cost: cost per unit
Availability:
{a set of constraints like time, location, etc.}

Legal Rules for Supply: URI to a website
Other Resource in the Context of Use:
{a set of context resource dependencies}

Resource Operating Decision Machine

RDST Registry RIN Monitor

Resource
Usage

Mechanism

Resource
Policy
FilterMatch

Maker

Scheduler

Interface

6 6

- �

6 ?

?
6

?
6

?

?
6

?
6

Fig. 3. The Structure of Resource Operating Decision Machine

Model in this section. Resource Model consists of three parts:
Resource Supply Description Template, Resource Instance
Notation and Resource Operating Decision Machine. The
RSDT is defined in Table I.

This kind of resource template can be held by the resource
provider and when the resource provider is added into
the Cyber Physical System, the RSDT will register at the
Resource Operating Decision Machine. The basic structure
of RODM remains the same while the Decision Engine will
contain more modules inside to make correct decisions. The
Figure 3 indicates the detailed architecture of RODM.

Because of the nature of Cyber Physical System, we
should design an architecture to support a distributed, large-
scale, and heterogeneous system. In this RODM, in addition
to the RSDT Registry and RIN Monitor, the Decision Engine
is divided into four parts to make high-level decisions based
on real-time context. The four parts are:

1) Resource Usage Mechanism is the module which can
analyse the information from RSDT and decide how
to use the resources. Because this RODM machine
has to make decisions at the high-level, the Resource
Usage Mechanism needs special Resource Usage Spec-
ification Language to load the mechanism from the

registered RDST. There are some researches about
resource usage specification language in distributed
system or virtual machines[10], [28]. However, our re-
source usage environment is different from distributed
computing. Because of the complexity of resource
types and characteristics, we need to design a new
language to specify the usage mechanism of resources.

2) Resource Policy Filter is the module connected with
RIN Monitor and supports the Exception Handler for
RIN Monitor. This module is a critical important
module in RODM to verify whether the supported
resources are correct for the tasks from the Cyber
Physical System. It is used to control the resource
quality and then guarantee the security of resource
management model. If a resource instance can not pass
this resource policy filter, the RODM machine will start
the Exception Handler to handle the errors.

3) Scheduler is the connector between the Cyber Phys-
ical System and this RODM machine. All resources
managed by the RODM machine need to provide some
specified task from the Cyber Physical System through
the interface. Because both the cyber physical system
and resources used by the system could be distributed,
large-scale, and heterogeneous, the tasks need to be
arranged to allocate suitable resources correctly. This
Scheduler module can arrange a large amount of dif-
ferent tasks coming from the interface.

4) Match Maker is the core decision engine to choose the
correct resources to support related tasks. Different task
needs different resources and this module will analyse,
calculate and decide the eventual resource allocations.
It has the connections to all other modules to support
complicated decisions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we compared the resource management
approaches in different fields and apply some of their design
virtues to improve our Dynamic Resource Supply Model.
With the formal definition of resource in this paper, we
proposed two significant aspects of resource model: Re-
source Specification and Resource Usage Specification. Our
Dynamic Resource Supply Model is discussed from our
definition and these two aspects with some principles are
proposed in the model for further extension. Inspired by past
research results, the original simple Resource Operating De-
cision Machine is extended with several modules including
Resource Usage Mechanism, Resource Policy Filter, Sched-
uler and Match Maker. Through analysis and comparison, we
realize the necessity of designing a specified resource usage
specification language for specifying the usage mechanism
of resource and this will be our on-going future work.
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